The temperature in the crust of an accreting neutron star, which comprises its outermost kilometre, is set by heating from nuclear reactions at large densities 1-4 , neutrino cooling 5,6 and heat transport from the interior 7-11 . The heated crust has been thought to affect observable phenomena at shallower depths, such as thermonuclear bursts in the accreted envelope 10,11 . Here we report that cycles of electron capture and its inverse, b 2 decay, involving neutron-rich nuclei at a typical depth of about 150 metres, cool the outer neutron star crust by emitting neutrinos while also thermally decoupling the surface layers from the deeper crust. This 'Urca' mechanism 12 has been studied in the context of white dwarfs 13 and type Ia supernovae 14,15 , but hitherto was not considered in neutron stars, because previous models 1,2 computed the crust reactions using a zero-temperature approximation and assumed that only a single nuclear species was present at any given depth. The thermal decoupling means that X-ray bursts and other surface phenomena are largely independent of the strength of deep crustal heating. The unexpectedly short recurrence times, of the order of years, observed for very energetic thermonuclear superbursts 16 are therefore not an indicator of a hot crust, but may point instead to an unknown local heating mechanism near the neutron star surface.
The temperature in the crust of an accreting neutron star, which comprises its outermost kilometre, is set by heating from nuclear reactions at large densities [1] [2] [3] [4] , neutrino cooling 5, 6 and heat transport from the interior [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The heated crust has been thought to affect observable phenomena at shallower depths, such as thermonuclear bursts in the accreted envelope 10, 11 . Here we report that cycles of electron capture and its inverse, b 2 decay, involving neutron-rich nuclei at a typical depth of about 150 metres, cool the outer neutron star crust by emitting neutrinos while also thermally decoupling the surface layers from the deeper crust. This 'Urca' mechanism 12 has been studied in the context of white dwarfs 13 and type Ia supernovae 14, 15 , but hitherto was not considered in neutron stars, because previous models 1,2 computed the crust reactions using a zero-temperature approximation and assumed that only a single nuclear species was present at any given depth. The thermal decoupling means that X-ray bursts and other surface phenomena are largely independent of the strength of deep crustal heating. The unexpectedly short recurrence times, of the order of years, observed for very energetic thermonuclear superbursts 16 are therefore not an indicator of a hot crust, but may point instead to an unknown local heating mechanism near the neutron star surface.
Continual accretion onto a neutron star pushes the ashes of surface thermonuclear burning, which is often observed as type I X-ray bursts 17, 18 , to greater pressures and densities, at which the nuclei form a rigid lattice 19 known as the crust. With increasing depth, these ashes are transformed by capture of degenerate electrons into increasingly neutron-rich nuclei [1] [2] [3] [4] . An electron-capture reaction-(Z, A) 1 e 2 R (Z 2 1, A) 1 n e -involves a parent nucleus (Z, A) with charge number Z and mass number A and gives rise to a daughter nucleus (Z 2 1, A) with the emission of an electron neutrino; this occurs at a well-defined depth, where the electron chemical potential m e < jQ EC j 1 E x . Here Q EC is the (negative) electron-capture Q-value (the difference between the parent and daughter ground-state masses and hence the energy needed for the reaction to occur) and E x is the excitation energy of the lowest state in the daughter nucleus that can be populated by electron capture. In the commonly used zero-temperature approximation, the reverse b 2 -decay reaction Z{1,A ð Þ ? Z,A ð Þze { z n e is blocked because there is no phase space available in which to re-emit the captured electron. At finite temperature and for E x , kT, however, b 2 decay via the re-emission of an electron with an energy close to jQ EC j is not completely blocked. As a result, the boundary between a layer containing nuclei (Z, A) and a deeper layer containing (Z 2 1, A) is a shell with mixed composition spanning a range of electron chemical potential Q EC j j{kT=m e = Q EC j jzkT that corresponds to a thickness of a few metres within the neutron star crust. Inside this shell, both electron capture and its inverse, b 2 decay, occur (see Fig. 1 ). If these reactions cycle back-and-forth rapidly, the result is a strong neutrino emission, known as an Urca process 12 , that cools the neutron star crust. Such Urca shells are thought to also operate in white dwarfs 13 , type Ia supernovae 14, 15 and stellar ONeMg cores producing electron-capture supernovae 20 . But the effect has not been considered in the context of accreting neutron stars. Most earlier models of accreted crusts 1, 2, 4 were computed in the zero-temperature limit, in which the composition switches sharply at the energetic thresholds with no available phase space for cycling; indeed, in this limit, only one nuclide of a reaction pair is present at a given depth. Urca shell cooling relies on phase space unblocking at finite temperature and the presence of both reaction pair nuclides in the shell. More recent reaction network calculations 3 did not include b 2 -decays as they were not considered to be important, and any Urca cycling was estimated to be negligible. The importance of Urca shell cooling is revealed here through the use of a full reaction network that includes both electron capture and b 2 decay on an equal footing, that takes into account the rates of subsequent reactions that deplete the electron-capture/b 2 -decay pairs, and that follows the evolution in time of a fluid element as it is pushed through a reaction shell.
In order for this cycling of electron capture and b 2 decays between two nuclear species to occur, the nuclei involved must satisfy two conditions. First, the transitions must proceed between low-lying states (E x =kT is required for both the electron capture and the b 2 decay). In addition, within an electron-capture/b 2 -decay pair, the nucleus undergoing b 2 decay must not have a strong electron-capture branch, as these electron captures would remove nuclei from the Urca cycle, thereby reducing its effect or eliminating it entirely. The cooling rate depends on the strength of the transition (the ft value, which is proportional to the matrix element connecting the parent and daughter states) and the energy threshold; the integration over the available phase space produces a characteristic T 5 scaling with temperature 13 . The formation of Urca shells with large cooling rates is enabled by strong nuclear deformations that tend to spread nuclear electron-capture strength to lower * The listing of two electron-capture daughter isotopes means that two subsequent reaction pairs occur in the same layer.
{ The transition always occurs at the specified electron chemical potential. The density, which is for a composition consisting of nuclei with a single mass number A, will only be approximate for an arbitrary composition. Ne (10) Na (11) Mg (12) Al (13) Si (14) P (15) S (16) Cl (17) Ar (18) K (19) Ca (20) Sc (21) Ti (22) V (23) Cr (24) Mn (25) Fe (26) Co (27) Ni (28) Cu (29) Zn ( Fig. 1 ).
There are a number of electron-capture/b 2 -decay pairs that fulfil these conditions for forming fast-cooling Urca shells (see Table 1 and Fig. 2) . The degree to which these shells are activated in a neutron star crust depends on the initial composition produced by thermonuclear burning on the neutron star surface. Because electron capture in the outer crust preserves the mass number A, the abundance of an electroncapture/b 2 -decay pair, and therefore its absolute neutrino luminosity, is set by the abundance of nuclei with the same mass number in the ashes of the surface thermonuclear burning. As is evident from Fig. 3 , neutrino cooling by Urca shells is by far the dominant neutrino emission process in the crust for typical crust compositions. The greatly enhanced crust neutrino emissivity at rather shallow depths changes the long-standing assumption that rapidly accreting neutron stars have a significant luminosity from deep crustal heating, which directly influences thermonuclear burning in their accreted envelopes. In the absence of crust Urca shells, if the crust has a low thermal conductivity, and if the core neutrino emissivity is weak, then deep crustal heating would generate significant heat flow towards the neutron star surface 22 . Models of thermonuclear bursts 11, 17 use this emergent luminosity from the deep crust as a boundary condition, which sets in part the ignition density and temperature. The presence of strongly temperature-sensitive Urca cycles limits the temperature at the location of the shells, however, and may even require an inward directed luminosity from the accreted envelope. Even for conditions in the deep crust that are favourable for sending a large heat flux to the surface, the Urca shells re-emit this heat as neutrinos, thereby preventing it from reaching the surface layers (see Supplementary Information section 3) .
To establish the robustness of our conclusions with respect to nuclear physics uncertainties, we used two different mass models, namely FRDM 23 and HFB-21 24 . The use of FRDM masses instead of those from HFB-21 reduces the Urca-shell neutrino luminosity by 90% for a superburst ash composition (see Supplementary Information section 5 for details). For both mass models, the temperature at the superburst ignition depth is ,5 3 10 8 K if the Urca shell neutrino emissivity is included; and for both mass models the temperature has a significant local minimum at the location of the Urca shell (see Extended Data Fig. 2 ).
This has important implications for the ignition of superbursts, which are thought to be triggered by the unstable thermonuclear reaction 12 C 1 12 C. The observed recurrence times, of the order of one year, are much shorter than predictions of current models 7, 8, 10 , which indicates that the temperature at the ignition depth is underestimated. The presence of Urca shells implies that this observation does not point to an unexpectedly hot crust 3, 10 . Because of the Urca shells, we conclude that the standard carbon-ignition scenario for superbursts requires a powerful, as yet unknown, heat source that operates at surprisingly shallow densities =10 10 g cm 23 very near the carbon ignition layer. Alternatively other, more exotic, mechanisms would have to be found to ignite and power superbursts.
Urca shell cooling therefore forces fundamental changes in current superburst models. Realistic ignition conditions must now include a strong localized heat source at a depth close to that of ignition, with a strong heat flux flowing inwards into the Urca shell cooling layer. The resulting temperature profile at ignition is therefore dramatically different from that assumed previously, which may alter predicted light curves. In addition, during the explosion, the temperature at the ignition depth rises to ,10 9 K. Heat from this layer will diffuse inward; on the basis of the thermal diffusion timescale in the neutron star crust 25 , we estimate that in the absence of any neutrino emission, the temperature would rise to ,10 9 K at the depth of the Urca shell within a day following ignition. The presence of a strong 'heat sink' at that depth, however, will prevent the deeper layers from rising in temperature and will, therefore, force the observed light curve to decay faster than expected over timescales of roughly one day. Current superburst observations on this timescale are rare and provide data of limited quality 26 , but a dedicated programme of superburst follow-up observations with current instrumentation could address this problem. Detailed simulations, which are beyond the scope of this Letter, are required to quantify the effect of Urca shell cooling on superburst light curves.
Another observational signature might be found in neutron star cooling following an accretion outburst. Unlike crustal heating, the rate of Urca shell cooling does not scale with accretion rate, but rather depends only on temperature. Cooling will therefore continue in transiently accreting neutron stars once accretion has ceased, and might affect observations of the cooling crusts in the hottest of these systems, such as XTE J1701-462 27 ; in such systems, the Urca shell neutrino cooling rate is comparable to typical photon luminosities of 10 32 -10 33 erg s 21 for typical initial crust temperatures of (1-3) 3 10 8 K.
Online Content Any additional Methods, Extended Data display items and Source Data are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these sections appear only in the online paper. Although an actual neutron star crust is not isothermal, the temperature variation across the crust is not large (typically less than a factor of 2). The Urca-shell luminosities were calculated for superburst ashes 26 (solid red line), X-ray burst ashes produced by the rapid proton-capture (rp) process 17 (dashed red line), and a pure A 5 29 composition (dotted red line) to demonstrate the maximum effect. Also shown are the neutrino luminosities from electron-nucleus bremsstrahlung (blue dot-dashed line) and plasmon decay (blue dashed line). For comparison, we show estimates for the total crustal heating (shaded band). This is based on a local heating rate of 1:9 MeV=nucleon ð Þ | _ M for a range of accretion rates 10 16 g s {1 = _ M=10 18 g s {1 , which is representative for observed neutron stars. Urca shells dominate the neutrino luminosity from the crust and can balance the crust heating at moderate temperatures >2|10 8 K. The temperature scaling assumes E x =kT (see Supplementary Information section 1).
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